Fuel your transformation success

Moving to “new ways of working” implies that teams have to move away from their “old ways of working.” Leverage the transformation advisory services of a Solution Architect to power up your Center of Practice. With this workshop, you’ll tie your Jira Align deployment to the overall transformation plans and optimize your team of teams. For many organizations, it may be helpful to revisit this workshop at several points along the journey to transformation success.

Outcomes

The deployment plans for Jira Align have been integrated into the overall change management plans for the enterprise transformation.

- Current baselined plans for transformational change have been accelerated
- Change agents have been enabled to leverage Jira Align to help drive their future state vision

Results

What to expect from the Transformation Team Power Up package:

1. Jira Align deployment plans have been integrated into organization’s Lean/Agile transformation plans
2. Jira Align Community of Practice (CoP) has been chartered and held first two meetings; the CoP work with the transformation leadership to ensure that a common taxonomy is used across all portfolios.
3. Program-level role-based training has been delivered to your champions who will launch subsequent programs in Jira Align
4. First three portfolios have been set up and configured in Jira Align

Solution Architects

Ensure success in deploying Jira Align across the enterprise by enlisting a Solution Architect to model your organization, configure your full solution, and build an on-boarding plan for Jira Align.

Solution Architects are:

- Seasoned in Jira Align adoption and can share proven deployment patterns for the product
- Experienced in application best practices that can be shared via training
- Able to serve as an enterprise transformation advisor, and are skilled as enterprise change agents
- Certified in industry-leading scaled agile frameworks
- Ready to guide in the adoption of industry standards across the entire Atlassian ecosystem
Transformation Team Power Up Activities

Lean/Agile Transformation Assessment

- Jira Align community of practice establishment
- Internal training champion enablement
- Portfolio discovery for 1-3 portfolios, depending on complexity
- Evolve the Center of Practice framework and practices

These activities will help your organization:

☐ Improve transformation success
Automated governance of business agility via platform designed to support new ways of working.

☐ Build trust between business and tech
Improved confidence that our teams can deliver solutions that capitalize on market opportunities before they expire.

☐ Align to and support scaling effort
Automated governance and guardrails throughout the delivery cycle improves the alignment of teams with agile principles.

☐ Reduce manual reporting effort
Automated roll-up of work, from teams to application delivery, to Investment, to strategy, with a clear line to what matters most.

Important Notes — Atlassian Solution Architects will help the change management leaders with your plan. Your team will lead and manage the plan over the life of the effort, and should have the following in place or planned:

- A change management plan for transforming to the “new way of working”
- A Lean Agile Center of Excellence (LACE) or guiding coalition to guide the enterprise decisions

Learn more at atlassian.com/jira-align

The packaged Professional Services described herein are valid for twelve (12) months from the Order Effective Date specified in the applicable Order, after such period they shall expire with no further credit or refund, and shall have no value thereafter. These Professional Services shall be deemed completed with no further obligation by AgileCraft upon the earlier of: (i) the performance of the activities or outcomes described herein, or (ii) twelve (12) months from the Order Effective Date.

Jira Align Premier Support is not included in this Workshop, and instead is a standalone service that you may purchase separately to complement your Workshop.
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